EXCEPTIONAL WOMEN WRITERS – Toni Morrison
Chloe Anthony Wofford, better known as Toni Morrison, is a Nobel and Pulitzer Prizewinning American author, editor and professor. She was born in 1931 in Lorain, Ohio to
a working class family. Her love of reading leads her to pursue degrees in English—a
Bachelor’s from Howard University and a Master’s from Cornell University. From here
she becomes an educator and begins writing the novels that would define her career.
With words that flow like water and filled with meaning, Morrison is one of the most
celebrated authors of our times. Her novels and non-fiction works are defined as
massively rich masterpieces that deal often and unabashedly with issues of race,
gender, class and history, specifically pertaining to the lives of African Americans.

Novels
The Bluest Eye (1970)
Pecola Breedlove is a young, melancholy girl who wishes her eyes were blue so she can
be loved like the little white children of the world. However, her wish does not come true
and unimaginable abuse and sorrow becomes her reality.
Sula (1973)
Nel Wright and Sula Peace are friends who in girlhood were inseparable. However, as
adults, Nel chooses traditional domesticity while Sula chooses independent womanhood,
and their worlds do not collide. Yet as they come together again, storms of conflict brew.
Song of Solomon (1977)
Morrison’s third novel follows the life of Macon ―Milkman‖ Dead and his struggle to
understand his family history, which is marred by the ravages of slavery.
Tar Baby (1981)
Jadine, a black, elite fashion model with white patrons falls for Son, a homeless black
man who is the opposite of everything she has been brought up with in her opulent life.
Beloved (1987)
Sethe, an ex-slave woman living in post-Civil War Ohio, desires freedom in every sense
of the word. Yet her desire is swallowed whole by the return of the spirit of her dead
baby who is seeking revenge.
Jazz (1992)
Love, obsession and music collide in 1920s Harlem, as a married Joe Trace murders his
teenaged lover.
Paradise (1999)
Ruby is a small town in Oklahoma populated by all blacks. They isolate themselves from
the rest of the world and live by disciplined rules. All hell breaks loose when a group of
women living a few miles away incur the wrath of the men of Ruby.
Love (2003)
Lust, anger, and passion transpire between the six women who loved Bill Cosey in life
and even after his death.

A Mercy (2008)
Florens is abandoned by her mother when she is given to a Maryland farmer as payment
for a debt. The choice of Florens’ mother not only affects her, but all the inhabitants of
the farm.

Children’s Literature
Morrison uses her clever sensibilities for spinning tales to entice the ―little ones‖. Each
book has been written in collaboration with her son, Slade Morrison. * denotes that titles
are located in the Children’s Department under the PZ7 call number.
The Big Box (2002)*
The Book of Mean People (2002)*
Who’s Got Game?: The Lion or the Mouse? (2003)
Who’s Got Game?: The Ant or the Grasshopper? (2003)
Who’s Got Game?: The Poppy or the Snake? (2004)
Who’s Got Game?: The Mirror or the Glass? (2007)
Peeny Butter Fudge (2009)*
The Tortoise or the Hare (2010)

Non-Fiction
The Black Book (Editor) (1974)
An anthology of black literature on the black experience.
Race-ing Justice, En-Gendering Power: Essays on Anita Hill, Clarence Thomas,
and the Construction of Social Reality (Editor) (1992) JK1561 .R33 1992
18 essayists come together, including, Morrison to ruminate on issues of race, gender
and one of the most politically-charged cases of the 20th century.
Playing in the Dark: Whiteness and the Literary Imagination (1993)
PS173 .N4 M67 1993
Explores how Black characters have been portrayed in White American Literature.
Birth of a Nation’hood (co-editor) (1997) HV6529.B521997
This book offers interpretations on issues of race, class, money, and the media through
the catalyst of the O.J. Simpson trial.
Remember: The Journey to School Integration (2004) LC214.2 .M67 2004Q
Genuine photography of children during the era of school desegregation and Morrison’s
fictional prose come together in a memorable commentary on this trying period in
America’s history.

Criticism/Interpretation
Over the years, several scholars and critics have all debated and given their
interpretation of Morrison’s powerful wordplay, heroic characters and moving symbolism.
Here is a short list of books on what others believe she is trying to convey.
Quiet as it’s kept: shame, trauma, and race in the novels of Toni Morrison by J.
Brooks Bouson (2000) PS3563 .O8749 Z57 2000
The identifying fictions of Toni Morrison: modernist authenticity and postmodern
blackness by John N. Duvall (2000) PS3563 .O8749 Z616 2000
Maternal body and voice in Toni Morrison, Bobbie Ann Mason, and Lee Smith by
Paula Gallant Eckard (2002) PS374 .M547 E29 2002
Toni Morrison’s Beloved and the apotropaic imagination by Kathleen Marks (2002)
PS3563 .O8749 B435 2002
The Toni Morrison Encyclopedia by Elizabeth Ann Beaulieu (2003) PS3563 .O8749
Z913 2003
The World of Toni Morrison: A guide to characters and places in her novels by
Gloria G. Roberson (2003) PS3563 .O8749 Z844 2003
Toni Morrison by Harold Bloom (2005) PS 3563.O8749 Z89 2005
Toni Morrison’s Beloved as African-American scripture & other articles on history
and canon by Heerak Christian Kim (2006) BR115 .C8 K548 2006

Film
Beloved (1998)
The adaptation of Morrison’s Pulitzer Prize winning novel, featuring an all-star cast that
includes Oprah Winfrey, Danny Glover, Thandie Newton and Kimberly Elise.

Electronic Databases
To access, visit the ―Databases‖ page on the Pratt Library Website:
http://www.prattlibrary.org/findanswers/database_list.aspx. A Pratt Library card number
may berequired to access databases outside of the library.
African American History and Culture
This electronic encyclopedia includes thousands of entries covering the entire breadth of
African-American history—from African beginnings through the slave trade and the Civil
Rights Movement to the present.
Literature Resource Center
This database provides access to biographies, bibliographies and critical analysis of
authors from every age and literary discipline.

Websites
Nobel Prize.org
The Toni Morrison Society
Anniina’s Toni Morrison Page
National Visionary Leadership Project
Beloved – Spark Notes
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